Supporting people impacted by Prevent
Message from the Director

Prevent Watch was established by the community six years ago to support people impacted by the Prevent duty. What began with a single caseworker and a phone number has now reached hundreds of families up and down the country to provide free information and support.

The demographic of the thousands of people referred to Prevent each year is largely Muslim and more than half are children. We all have the right to non-discrimination, to respect for private and family life, and to freedom of expression among other rights. The PREVENT duty conflicts with so many of our basic rights and fundamental freedoms.

At Prevent Watch, we believe that with the right information and support our community can be empowered to tackle the injustice of Prevent and overcome the environment of fear that it has created. With your support, we will continue to build a support system so that our community can prosper through knowledge and courage.

Thank you for your continued belief in our mission.

Dr Layla Althadhj

Vision for 2020

We will reach more people impacted by Prevent via the People’s Review of Prevent which will be an integral part of our work and will serve as a catalyst to further challenge Prevent beyond the scope of the Shawcross review. We will continue to scale our research initiatives with the first of our research reports being published by January 2022.

2022 will be a big year for Prevent Watch; join us in making it possible.

Our Services

- Help Line
  We provide a FREE help line and support services for people impacted by Prevent

- Reports
  We publish reports, briefing papers and media material based on real cases.

- Media
  We raise awareness on Prevent cases via Media both online and offline media.

- Lawyers
  We maintain a directory of lawyers to support cases and ensure rights are protected.

Webinars

Cases in the Media

Muslim boy, 4, was referred to Prevent over game of Fortnite

Boy, 11, referred to Prevent for wanting to give ‘alms’ to the oppressed

Articles in the Media

Prevent, how a civil rights struggle highlights media suppression tactics.

“Extremism” accusations in custody battles: a lose-lose strategy.

People’s review of Prevent launched to “give voice to victims”.

Anything you say may and used as evidence.

British Muslims boycott Prevent review over ‘rigged’ appointment of Friends of Israel founder.

PREVENT’s cheerleaders fear intellectual scrutiny, for good reason.
"The People’s Review of Prevent is an alternative process to the Government’s Shawcross Review, providing a platform to the people most impacted by Prevent."

Find out more at www.peoplesreviewofprevent.org

3 WAYS TO SUPPORT THE PEOPLE’S REVIEW OF PREVENT

01 Sign the joint statement to support an alternative to the Government’s Shawcross Prevent Review.

02 Submit your experience/evidence on the impact of Prevent to The People’s Review of Prevent.

03 Spread the word about The People’s Review of Prevent.